Dendritic cells and tumor immunity.
Researchers and clinicians have tried for decades to use the mechanisms of immunity for the fight against cancer. Early attempts aimed at the instrumentation of soluble immune mediators such as antibodies or cytotoxic proteins for the therapy of malignancies. Major improvements in understanding the induction and regulation of cellular immunity have now made it possible to generate effector cells in cancer patients which are specific for the neoplastic disease. At the beginning of every cellular immune reaction against cancers tumor antigens have to be presented to T cells in order to activate them and drive them into clonal expansion. This is done by antigen presenting cells, the most powerful of which is the dendritic cell (DC). While DC were hard to isolate initially, they can be generated in large numbers in vitro today and manipulated in multiple ways before given back to a patient to induce tumor immunity. Thus, a great amount of hope lies in the use of DC as inducers of tumor immunity. However, the first clinical studies, which have now been completed with only limited success make clear, that still a lot of open questions remain to be answered. This review tries to give an overview of this rapidly developing field, mentioning the major conceptual approaches and techniques, but also discussing important caveats. The next years will show whether we can improve our understanding of DC biology and the mechanisms of immune induction strongly enough to effectively employ DC for immunotherapy of cancer.